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REPLY TO PASINETTI AND ROBINSON1
1. We must begin by recording our dismay that our long paper should end up
appearingto Dr Pasinettias primarilyapologeticsfor a specifictheory-the neo-classical
theory of marginalproductivity. We trust otherreaderswill concludeotherwise.
It is true that we have succeededin workingout exhaustively,for the generalneoclassical one-sectortechnology, the dynamic and statical implicationsof the Pasinetti
hypothesisabout differentrates of saving out of pure-profitincome and other incomes;
thus,whatSolowdid a decadeago for the Harrod-Domarmodel,we havedonedefinitively
for the Pasinettimodel, freeingour analysisfrom the earlierCobb-Douglasassumptions
of Meade and derivingstabilityconditions for the golden-ageequilibriathat are more
definitethan one ordinarilyencountersin a model of this complexity. Just as Solow's
earlierwork called for subsequentextension to two-or-more-sectorcanonical modelsby Uzawa, Solow, Inada, Findlay, Drandakis, Burmeister,and many others-so does
our one-sectormodelof Pasinettisavinginvite subsequentextensionsto such technologies.
No apologies are needed then for the detail of our investigation. Furthermore,
even those more criticalof the degreeof empiricalrelevanceof the neoclassicalnotions
thanwe are, mightbe expectedto welcomeour elucidationof just how neoclassicalnotions
fit in with Pasinetti'searlieranalysis,a task whichhe had only lightlytouchedupon (and
in a set of equationsblemishedby a mathematicalerror). " Know thy enemy" is good
advicefor anyone,for to understandthe full implicationsof a theoryis to beginto understand its limitations.
2. None the less the major motivation for undertakingthe paper was something
quite different. It stemmedfrom our original perceptionthat the Pasinetti golden-age
equilibrium,instead of being the general one, had to be recognisedas but one of two
golden-ageequilibria,being matched so-to-speakby what we called the Dual or AntiPasinettiequilibrium. (More neutralterminologywould be Primaland Dual equilibria,
a distinction that has essentiallynaught to do with the somewhatunfortunateearlier
Meadeterminologyof neo-Keynesianand neo-classical.)
As is the usual case for duality relations,there is complete symmetrybetween the
Prima-land Dual equilibria. Neither is more general than the other. This symmetry Dr.

Pasinetti once more denies. He continuesto regardhis golden-ageequilibriumas the
more general one, being in some special sense relevantindependentlyof marginalproductivityassumptions,of so-calledwell-behavedfunctionalrelationshipsbetween profit
rates and capital-outputratios and so forth.
Let no readermisunderstand.We claim that the truthis made up of its two halves.
The Dual golden-ageregimeis every bit as general as the PrimalPasinettigolden age:
its existencehas nothing to do with well-behavedmarginalproductivitiesor with onedirectionalfunctionalrelationshipsbetweeninterestrates, capital-outputratios, or other
magnitudes.
Readerswho have followed these discussions-read the 1962 Pasinetti article, the
1963Meadepaperand 1964Pasinettireply,the 1965Meade-Hahnpaperand the resulting
1966 interchangebetweenMeade and Pasinetti, and our presentpaper-will, we think,
sense which way the wind is blowing. But there does remainone constructivetask for
this reply, namelyto demonstratethat the symmetryof generalitybetweenthe Dual and
technologyof the kind that
Primalregimesdoes definitelyhold for any multiple-blue-print
ProfessorJoan Robinson and MIT programmersthink useful to analyze. This should
1 Unfortunately,Kaldor'spaper reachedus too late for comment.
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establishonce andfor all that symmetrydoes not dependon any simplediminishingreturns
assumptionsof neo-classicaltype. The importantthing is for the readerto understand
the reasoningupon whichthe symmetryof the two regimesis based.
In providingthis constructivedemonstration,we shall also be able to isolate that
special technologicalcase, which if one believedit to be realistic,would provideconsiderable justificationfor concentratingon the Pasinettiregimeto the exclusionof the Dual
on the groundthat the Dual regimeis in the natureof a knife-edgesolution. (And, dually,
we shall be able to isolatethat specialtechnologicalcase whichmakesthe Pasinettiregime
a rareand fortuitousoccurrenceof knife-edgetype.)
Here we shall be examiningonly the questionof existence of golden-ageequilibrium,
omitting completelyall discussionsof stability and instabilityand all considerationof
the dynamictransientbehaviourof the systemwhen not in a goldenage.
3. For simplicityassume a single consumptiongood (either simple or a composite
market basket). Assume a finite number,large or small, of differentblue-printpages,
each correspondingto a differentactivity or capital process, calling differentmachines
alpha, beta, gamma, ... in the usual Robinson fashion. As is well known, each profit
or interestrate excludesmany pages of the blue prints as not being competitivelyviable,
leavingone or more sets of activitiesthat can be viableat the given golden-ageprofitrate.
We stressthat nothing " well-behaved" is assumedabout the technologyotherthan that
the factor-pricefrontier relating the real wage and the profit rate must be downward
sloping. Thisfrontiermay havechangingcurvaturesand alongit theremaybe reswitching
effects of the Cohen-Sraffatype, shifts toward lower capital-outputratios as the profit
assumptions
ratefalls, and anykind of Wickselleffects. No singularequal-factor-intensity
aremadethatmightvalidateany surrogatecapitalconcepts. In short,we shalldemonstrate
the symmetryof the two regimeswherenothingfaintlyneo-classicalis assumedabout the
technology.
Now assumea naturalrateof growthof labourthat is positive,say n = 004 per year
(for simplicityof expositionignoringHarrod-neutraltechnicalchange). Whatgolden-age
configurationscan prevailfor this naturalrate of growth,n, at each profitrate r? Clearly
only competitivelyviable activities,and with a mix among the consumptionand viablemachine sectors that providesfor balancedgrowth at rate n of all physicalinputs and
stocks. Thus, for fixed n and each r, there will emergean admissibleconfigurationof
processesand price ratios (it being understoodthat essentialjoint productslike mutton
and wool, which requiredemand conditions, are ruled out): hence, and this is what
mattershere, there will be for given n an admissibleset of capital values and ratios of
aggregatecapitalvalue to value of output,whichcould be plottedagainstthe profitrates.
It is slightlymore convenientto work with the reciprocalof the aggregatecapital-output
ratio, whichis the so-calledaverageproductof capital,A or A(r; n): this is a percentage
per annum,but is now quite divorcedfrom any physicalcapitalof jelly or surrogatetype,
being merelythe ratio of value of total marketstocks of capitalto value of total output
(both being expressedin any commonnumeraireunit).
4. Fig. 1 plots, for fixed positive n, all the various averageproductsof capital (i.e.
reciprocalsof the capital-outputratios)that go with each rate of interest. The AZ locus
thus indicatesthe A(r; n) functionalcorrespondencefor a generalblue-printtechnology.
We havemadeit as " pathological" and " ill-behaved" as we couldthinkof: for example,
the locus is not single-valued,havinginsteadverticalstretchesinevitablyat switchpoints,
like RS where one finds blends of the equally-viableR and S techniques; moreover,
betweenswitch points we have not requiredthe locus to be a rising one-as in the neoclassicalparableswhere a lower interestrate had alwaysto be associatedwith a higher
capital-outputratio-but instead show the system moving to the lower capital-output
ratio of R from that of S as the interestrate falls; and furthermore,on each side of the
RS verticalsegment,we show the curveas a fallingone as a resultof perfectlyadmissible
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Wickselleffects; nor finallydo we excludeany numberof reswitchingeffectsof the Cohencuriosum type. (All this is in contrastwith the Solow-Clarkone-sectormodel involving
neo-classicalsurrogatecapital and smooth productivities,in which the AZ locus would
be a simpleever-risingone.') Furthermore,a changein n will shift the whole AZ locus,
since the new weightingof the consumptionand investmentsectorswould changecapitaloutput ratios and factor shares in the absence of any special " equal factor-intensity"
assumptions.
In Fig. 1 the 450 line representspoints where the interestrate and averageproduct
of capital are equal, leaving no returnat all for labour: thus it is the locus of capital
A
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FIGUREI
AZ is the locus of Average Products corresponding to ea'ch profit rate, where 7ahas been fixed. At
any point, like Q, the reciprocal of the slope of a ray from the origin to it measures capital's relative share,
since labour's share cannot be negative, only the area above the 45? line is rele'vant. At A where r = O,
aK:
labour gets all; at the point of maximum interest rate Z, capital gets all. Vertical segmnents, like RS
represent switch points; other segmnentswhere the locus slopes downward represent so-called perverse
Wicksell effects and other admissible phenomena not found in one-sector well-behaved neoclassical models.
1 In these neoclassical cases, r = f '(k), f <O0. If the elasticity of substitution, a, is always 1, the
Cobb-Douglas case, AZ iS a straight line through the origin with slope greater than one; for the CES
function with a a constant below unity, it is a convex curve going out from the origin and arching above
the 45? line until it hits that line at the maximum r- if a is a constant above unity, AZ begins at a point
AZ iS a vertical
on the 45? line, accelerating above the line toward infinity like a parabola; for a-oo0,
curve above the 45? line; for a = O, AZ iS a horizontal curve from the vertical axis to the 450 line; if
f'(k) is asymptotic to both axes, with a passing through unity, AZ rises out from the origin but not
necessarily with fixed curvature.
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shareequal to unity, or ak = 1. At any point on the locus, capital'sshareak is read off
as the reciprocalof the slope of a ray out from the origin to the point on AZ, by virtue
of the arithmeticalrelations,
= profit/output.
rIA = (profit/capital)/(output/capital)
Since wages can never be negative,we neverhave use for the part of the diagrambelow
Ok=

the 450 line.'

Thus far all has been technologyand competitivecost minimization. Fig. 2 now
introducessaving behaviourof the Pasinettitype. On the horizontalaxis is plotted sc,
the fractionof profit permanentlysaved by those who earn only profit; on the vertical
axis is s, the fractionof income of whateversort permanentlysaved by those who work
and own capitalfrom previousaccumulation. From any point on Fig. 2, like q with its
specified(se, s,) values, and with n given, our task is to go back to Fig. 1 and find the
correspondinggolden-age equilibriumpoint or points. It is our contention that this
can be done for a generalblue-printtechnology; and when it is done, we find that there
are two symmetricalregions,the one markedDual and the one markedPasinettiin Fig. 2.2
Let us review the requirementfor golden-ageequilibriumthat any technicalmodel
must satisfy once n and (se, sw) are specified. An (r, A) point on AZ of Fig. 1 can be a
golden-agesolution(r', A0') if and only if it satisfiesthe followingfour conditions:
(i) It must be on the AZ locus A(r; n), or A' = A(r', n), to be competitively viable

(ii) r' < n/se, so that Kc does not grow fasterthan L
(iii) Al < n/sw,so that Kwdoes not grow fasterthan L
(iv) At least one of (ii) and (iii) musthold as an equality,or (r' -n/sc)(A -n/sw) = 0,
so that K growsas fast as L.
Note that (i)-(iv)hold for any technology.
Thereare two regimessatifying(i)-(iv),Pasinettiand Dual.
Pasinetti:
ro = r* = n/se
A0 = A(r*; n)<n/sw, or sw<

roo

A

0

=

a(r*; n)sc.

Dual:
AX'= A** = n/sw
r-

roo
= r**<nlsc, or sw> - SI = ac(r**; n)sc.

Of course,thereis the borderlineknife-edgewhere
ro=r*

= r** = n/sc and AX = A** = A* = n/sw

and we are simultaneouslyin both regimes,but with (kclk)' = 0.
After this review, we can relate Figs. 2 and 1. To demonstrateall this, first concentrateon a point like q in Fig. 2, which representshigh rentierthriftrelativeto worker
1 The vertical axis below A is shown as part of the boundaryin Fig. 1, which is debatablein that it
assumesthat capital goods representingexcess capacity can be accumulatedviably at a zero interest rate
(perhapsbeing costlessly stored). If capital goods are subjectto exponential depreciationindependently
of use and storage methods-say at a rate of 5 per cent per year-AZ would have to be extrapolatedinto
the second quadrantof negativeinterestrates,with a verticalline down to the axis stemmingfrom the -0 05
terminus. If money is costlessly storableand prices are not rising at a 5 per cent or greaterannual rate,
it might be impossibleto effectuatesuch a negativereal interestrate. When we come to discuss regions of
possible " oversaving", issues of effectivedemandand liquiditytrapswill dependupon which of the various
assumptionsconcerningA's position is made.
2 When the mapping is done properly, one recognises that the shaded area in Fig. 1 correspondsin
a certain definitesense to the shadedDual area in Fig. 2, and likewisefor the unshadedPasinetti regions.
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thrift. In Fig. 1, Q will turn out to be the only equilibrium corresponding to q of Fig. 2,
and will represent Pasinetti equilibrium. Why? Because on Fig. 1 we locate q's vertical
n/sc line and its horizontal n/sw line: these intersect in the q' image-point on Fig. 1 corresponding to q of Fig. 2. Our equilibrium conditions above tell us we must end up either
due south of the image-point q' or due west of it; and only Q on AZ, south of q', can be
found to meet these conditions. Because we are on the n/se vertical, we are assuredly in
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FIGURE 2

The boundary zsrvuq'gh"divides the whole region of saving coefficientsinto the Dual equilibriu
region and the Pasinetti or primal equilibriumregion. This boundaryprovides our sw 2 tY4*sCcriterion,
and is given by an exact mapping of Fig. l's AZ locus into Fig. 2's variables, after taking into account
the division into n of the saving coeffcients. Directions are reversedbecause of this reciprocation,up
becoming down and left right, but vertical and horizontal segments and direction reversals correspond
exactly. If saving coeficients are so low that capital cannot widen to keep up with labour growth, we are
in the undersavingregion of the southwest. (If swbecomes so large as to produceexcess capacity and zero
profit rate, we are in the " oversaving" region of the north with possible effectivedemand and liquiditytrap problems. The small regions marked with 3's and 2's representpositions of multiple equilibria,
resultingfrom the wavinessof AZ.)

Pasinetti equilibrium. The n/sw horizontal line of our original q would intersect the AZ
locus at an irrelevantly higher interest rate, and hence the dual equilibrium just cannot
occur for the (se, s.) values given by Fig. 2's q.
What is true for q is true for any other point on Fig. 2, on the vertical line through q,
up to the boundary point q'. For all such points we are on the same vertical n/se going
through Q, with the competing horizontal n/sw irrelevantly higher than Q. And now we
recognize why q' does indeed represent the boundary point on the border between the
Primal and Dual equilibria. By definition, q' is that point which has as its image point
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a point on the AZ locus itself (namelyQ): both its verticaln/sc and horizontaln/swlines
arefullyrelevantand henceboth Dual and Pasinettiequilibriumcriteriaare simultaneously
satisfied.
Now we can show how a Dual equilibriumpoint is determined. Considerin Fig. 2
the point q",which is due west of the boundarypoint q'. If we plot its n/swhorizontal,
that will of course go through Q in Fig. 1 becauseits q" is at q's latitude. But because
its s, is smallerthan that of q', its verticaln/sc will be east (east, not west) of Q, correspondingto a still higherinterestrate. Now it is the verticalwhich is irrelevant,and so
q' does go over into Q -but now with a Dual equilibrium. Similarly every point due west

of q' gives rise to the same Dual equilibriumat Q, as the readershouldverify.'
It shouldbe clearthat the zsrvuq'gh;boundaryin Fig. 2 correspondsin precisedetail
to the AZ locus in Fig. 1, the only differencebeing that the reciprocalsof the variables
are taken and scale changes are made correspondingto the growth rate n. If we had
plottedthe capital-outputratioandthe reciprocalof r (i.e. the " numberof yearspurchase")
in Fig. 1, the diagramswould have been exactly the same except for scale factor n. If
both figureshad been plotted on double-logpaper,one locus would simplybe the upsidedown reversedimage of the other. The equationof Fig. 2's boundaryis simplygiven in
termsof l's A(r; n), in accordancewith our generalcriterion:
Sw= CK(r; n)sc =

(r
A(r; n)

sc=

aK(n/sc;

n)s,.

This last expressionwas calledacs, in our paper.
We must warn against a possible, but quite unnecessaryconfusion. In Fig. 2 one
can be at any point whatsoever; in Fig. 1, one is at equilibriumonly on the AZ locus.
Whenyou are at any point in the Pasinettiregion of Fig. 1, swis deducedto be less than
the golden-ageI/ Y ratio. When one is at any point in the Dual region, sw is deduced
to be equal(yes, equal)to the golden-ageI/ Y ratio. Dr Pasinettihas misunderstoodthe
mathematicsof our paperand of this replyif he thinksthat swis kept fromever exceeding
the golden-ageI/ Y ratio by some neo-classicalregularityassumptionon our part. Here
we make no such regularityassumption,and yet sw greaterthan golden-ageI/ Y is quite
impossible. It is quite impossible from the nature of golden-age equilibriumunder
Pasinetti'sown saving hypothesis. Rememberthat the workerssave from two sources
-from wages as well as from the same profits source that rentierssave from; and if
workerssaved a largerfractionthan the whole communitysaves, that would imply the
ultimate(relative)extinctionof the rentierclass and a self-contradictionin the form of
the whole'ssavingmore than itself saves!
There remainsa need to explain the squareregion of undersavingOzzz in Fig. 2.
For very small savingpropensities,relativeto the need to widen capitalto keep up with
labourgrowth,the systemwill be unableto comeinto balancedgrowth,insteadapproaching
the maximuminterestrate as shownat Z. This may happenwith eitherregimedominant
dependingupon the relativesizes of sc, and sw. (We have discussedsuch mattersin our
Appendix.)
Perhapsmore interestingis the aaaa region of " oversaving"in Fig. 2. If thereis a
minimumcapital-outputratio beyond which capital goods become redundant,too high
1 The reader can test his comprehension by examining the golden-rule golden age configuration shown
at G in Fig. 1. Here the interest and growth rates are equal, n = r (both being equal to 4 per cent per annum)
In Fig. 2 the point g, or any point west of it or below it, will give rise to this configuration of maximum
per capita consumption. But note that only in the Dual equilibrium can one attain golden ages with
interest rates lower than it. This is because 100 per cent at most can be saved out of profit income and
that will be insufficient to maintain capitals in a regime of still lower interest, as at H (and h or h'). If
population growth is expected to fall in the distant future-or if society will want to disinvest capital in
the future, perhaps to provide consumption for a transiently higher population-it may be rational for
society to plan to be now at a point like H, showing that a socialist society might well often want to save
much more than the income on the property it owns, preferring to use its taxing power on the labour of
the people to finance greater capital formation.
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savingon the partof workerscan lead to a Dual equilibriumat A wherethe rateof interest
has been bid down to zero. Needlessto say it is somewhatparadoxicalif people should
persist in wantingto save a positive fraction of their incomes when there is no useful
purposeservedby furthercapitalgoods of any kind. Still, as Keynesemphasizedin 1936,
in a monetaryeconomy where people might try to save or hoard against some future
need, there could arise " liquidity-trap" and other effective-demandproblems. It is
problemarises only in the Dual equilibrium.
noteworthythat the liquidity-trap-at-zero-r
This is because,in the Pasinettiequilibrium,reductionof profitsto zero will automatically
takecareof any savingout of profits. (However,if one thinksit realisticto fear" liquidityprofit traps" at higher-than-zerorates of return, because of risk aversionsand other
factors, then the Pasinettiregimecan also run into effectivedemandtroubles.) We put
"'oversaving"betweeninvertedcommas because we realize that various devices to tax
money to createa negativeinterestrate or variousassumptionsexcludingmoney or any
hoardableasset mightdo awaywith some of these effectivedemandproblems. However,
this is not the place to grapplewith such issues.
We relegateto a footnote the elucidationof the areasin the two figuresmarkedwith
2's and 3's, simplyremarkinghere that reversalsof directionin the A(r) locus inevitably
bringin the possibilityof multipleDual equilibria.'
In concludingthis taxonomicdiscussion, note that in the neoclassicalcase with a
monotonic AZ going out forever from the origin, the " oversaving" region of Fig. 2
shrinksaway to nothingand the undersavingregionto the point at the origin,leavingus
with simplePasinettiand Dual regionswith a well-behavedboundarybetweenthem.
5. By now we think the readerwill agree with us that we have shown the complete
symmetrybetweenthe Primal and Dual equilibria. In general,neitheris more general
than the other.
There are, however, special cases in which one becomes more restrictedthan the
other. BecauseProfessorMeadehas alreadytouchedupon elementsof this in connection
with his 1966one-sectordiscussion,we shall be very brief.
Supposethe AZ curveis always a strict horizontalline. That is a constantcapitaloutput ratio with a vengeance. (And it can strictly occur only if there are completely
fixed coefficientsin both the consumptionand other sectors and if in additionthere are
strong " equal-intensity " or " organic composition of capital " assumptions made.
Otherwisea shift in n would shift and twist the AZ locus, permittingit to be horizontal
for at most one n and then only becauseof fortuitousand singularWickselleffects. If

AZ is to be " approximatelyconstant", we must be " approximatelynear to " the fixed
coefficientcasejust described.)
In this special case, as Fig. 3a shows, the Dual equilibriumregion is completely
swallowedup by the regionsof undersavingand " oversaving". Onlythe Pasinettiregion
is free of these pathologies. So after all, detailed analysis does demonstratewhat we
had suspectedall along-that the primacyof the Pasinettiequilibriumto the exclusionof
the Dual equilibriumis not a general featureof these systemsbut ratheris true only in
I Any point in the region of Fig. 2 marked with 3's has its horizontal n/sw line intersectingAZ in
threeplaces, while at the same time its verticaln/s, line is irrelevantlyoff to the east of all of them. Hence
any of the three points representsDual golden-ageequilibrium. It would take us beyond our presenttask
to discuss their local and global stabilities. (Note that horizontal segments UV and vu give rise to an
infinity of altemative Dual equilibria.) Any point in the region marked with 2's has its horizontal n/sm
line with the above tripletproperty; but now its verticaln/s, lies west of one of the intersectionsand thus
invalidatesit, leaving us with two valid Dual equilibriaand one valid Pasinetti equilibriumdue south of
the point in question. These multiple Dual equilibria,with varying interestrates show that our heuristic
rule that " the system tries to find the lowest interestrate" does not really representtrue teleology. The
system doesn't really care if it ends up at a Dual equilibriumwith a higher interest rate rather than with
a lower one.
Multiple equilibriafor the Pasinetti case occur only on the vertical loci, RS and sr. Of course the
multiplicitythere does not affect the uniquenessof the profit rate, which is everywherethe same on any
such vertical; but it does affect the observablecapital-outputratios, which are in indifferentequilibrium
along segmentsof such a verticalstretch.
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the special case which involves a fixed capital output ratio or borders on it. Those whose
studies of modern technology suggest to them that such constancy is realistic are welcome
to the hypothesis. Our reading of experience and engineering points quite otherwise.
But in any case our earlier discussion of the fixed-coefficient model, far from being an
exercise in polemics, should be welcomed by those who believe in that model's relevance.
In any case, let no one claim that from the general laws of arithmetic and logic comes
any primacy of one of the equilibria as against its Dual. (Remember the Primal is Dual
to the Dual, as usual.)
SW

SW
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~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~
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3
These show the complete symmetryof the singular special cases in which one of the two equilibria
turns out to be more restrictedthan the other. In 3a we have the fixed coefficientcase where the only
viable Dual regimethat does not involve an " oversaving" dangeris along the knife-edgezg. This special
case leaves the most favourableroom for an alternativetheory of distributionof macroeconomictype.
In 3bwe have the case of unlimitedpossibilitiesto use capitalat a minimalinterestrate, with no diminishing
returns to accumulationpossible. Now the only viable Pasinetti equilibriumshrinks down to the knifeedge aa; to its left there are an infinity of viable Dual equilibria,but above and to its right the saving
propensitieswill be so great as to lead foreverto investmentthat causes capital to grow faster than labour,
permittingno finite golden age to occur.
FiGURE

To clinch the fact that there is symmetry even for the special cases where one
equilibrium is more restrictedthan the other, examine Fig. 3b. This representsa technology,
perhaps of robots, where the golden-age profit rate cannot be other than at one positive
number. Now the Pasinetti region shrinks into the vertical razor's edge shown as aa,
since only one n/se level will happen to match the technologically given profit rate. Any
SC,below this critical level will give rise to a Dual equilibrium in which sc is irrelevant. For
any sc (or for that matter s,,) above this critical level, the growth rate of capital goods will
forever exceed that of labour, giving rise to no finite golden-age equilibrium at all. We
have labelled this a region of overinvestment rather than " oversaving " since, as our
Appendix had suggested, in such a case there need not be effective demand problems in
virtue of the fact that interest remains positive.'
6. Our qualitative thesis has now been substantiated against Dr Pasinetti's objections.
In general, both regimes occupy a considerable area in the crucial Fig. 2 domain. Their
relative importance cannot, of course, be gauged by measuring the areas they occupy:
had that been the case, the Dual regime would be given a spurious look of importance in
Fig. 2. However, a look at Fig. 1 provides a corrective to such a spurious conclusion.
Since reciprocation makes one area large where it had previously been small, in Fig. 1

I Incidentally,if AZ in Fig. 1 had begun at a point A that fell up on the 450 line itself, as in the case
where a is a constant above unity, we should already have encounteredan overinvestmentrather than
oversavingregion in the Dual domain, and might well have encounteredan overinvestmentregion in the
Pasinetti domain. However, Fig. 1 restrictsitself to finite blue-printactivities.
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the Dual arealooks smallerthan that of the Primal. And if we had used double-logcharts
both areaswould be infinitein size! Obviouslythe economicrelevanceof the two kinds
of equilibriumwould have to dependupon the empiricalprobabilitydensitywith which
it is reasonablein a modernmixed economy to expect the saving propensitiesin Fig. 2
to fall. To Dr Pasinetti'scriticalremarkson our econometricestimatesof thesequantities
we now brieflyturn. (Butin doingso, we firstgathersomeimportantfruitfromthe present
qualitativeexercise. We now know that the observablecapital-outputratios and factor
shares can be summarizedcompletelyon the AZ locus of Fig. 1; and that every such
observablepoint can belongto a point on the boundaryin Fig. 2 or to an infinityof points
measurein eitherregionwhichshareits latitudeor longitude. Hence,withoutindependent
ment of at least one of sc or s,,,, one cannot in generalhope to infer, even in principle,
which of the equilibriumregionsa given economydoes trulybelongtot!)
7. And this leads us to commentbrieflyon Pasinetti'scriticismof the values of a
and sc-namely 0 25 and 0-20, respectively-which we have used to illustratewhy, in
our judgment(sc, sw) is most unlikelyto fall in the region of Fig. 2 which corresponds
to a Pasinetti solution. We must first acknowledgethat our footnote referenceto the
above numbersas " econometricallyreasonable" was ratherunfortunatesince this evaluation reallymeantto applyonly to the estimateof a. As we have madeit abundantlyclear
in the concludingsection,we do not believethatthereexistsan identifiableclassof capitalists
in Pasinetti'sdefinition. i.e. a class of permanentpure profit receiverswhose present
members'forefathersand heirs derive,have derivedand will derive their entire income
exclusivelyout of capital. In view of this disbeliefit would make little sense to speak
of a " reasonable" estimateof their propensityto save. What we meant to convey is
that, even if we set aside our qualmsand just to play the gamewere willing to identify
the capitalistswith today's rentiers,we would find it hard to believethat the propensity
to save of this group-a quite variedlot of hereditaryaristocrats,playboys and retired
households-would exceed some 20 per cent. When this figure is combinedwith the
much more solid estimateof a it implies,that for Pasinetti'stheoremto hold the saving
propensityof the rest of the community,swshouldbe no more than 5 per cent. This we
regardas an unplausiblylow figurewhen it is rememberedthat the " workers" to which
sw applies are again a quite mixed lot includinglabourers,professionals,self-employed
entrepreneurs,civil servants,businessexecutivesof all ranks,and so on. In short, " the
workers" are in fact a fairly representativecross-sectionof the " active population"
and thereforetheirpropensityto save shouldnot be appreciablydifferentfrom the overall
averagepropensity-possibly a shade lower becauseof the exclusionof some very rich
heirs, possibly a shade higherbecauseof the exclusionof retiredhouseholdsand small
rentiers.
Pasinetticriticizesthese valuesof a and sc on the groundthat they " imply an investment to income ratio of 5 per cent per year . . . less than half those observed in U.S.,

U.K., and western Europe". But in derivingthis supposed " implication" Pasinetti
is simplytaking as alreadyproventhe very propositionthat is underdebate,to wit, that
the economiesfrom whichwe drawthese estimatesof a, n and I/ Y are in fact in Pasinetti
golden age equilibrium! If we are not in such a golden age equilibriumthat a and sc
implynothingaboutI/ Y, and conversely;and if we are in (or close to) a Dual goldenage,
then the only implicationwe can draw is: asc<I/ Y. With II Y of the orderof 12 to 16
per cent and a of the orderof 0-25, this meansthat sc must be less than 1 to i, perfectly
consistentwith our convictionthat sc is unlikelyto exceedsignificantlysome 20 per cent.
In fact we submitthat Pasinetti'sown figuresprovidestrikingsupportfor our contention.
For, given the above values of IIY and a, to supposethat we are in Pasinettigolden age
equilibriumwould imply a value of sc of betweenI and i, which,to paraphrasePasinetti,
seemsto us far beyondthe savingpropensityof the rentierclasseitherat presentor in the
foreseeablefuture.
8. The above discussion paves the way for a considerationof the Comment by
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Professor Joan Robinson. As she says, we did put the rabbit into the hat in full view of
the audience before drawing it out again. i.e. our logical theorems do follow correctly
from our axiomatic conditions, a fact for self-congratulation not apology. Her further
implication-that our logical proofs of stability and existence are so transparently obvious
as to involve a trivial waste of time-reveals more what she considers tiresome than an
objective finding. Actually, in her (incomplete) summary of our analysis there is naught
for us to quarrel with or to give comfort to Dr Pasinetti's critique. What is useful in
her comment is the reminder that the one-sector leets model does have special properties
that must not be extrapolated to more general models. In this Reply, we have returned
good for good-showing in Figs. 1 and 2 what happens to existence problems in a general
blue-print technology. This same discussion throws light on the problem she once
discussed under the heading of Harrod's Knife Edge.' Her two limiting cases
(sC, sw) =

(se, 0) and (se, sw) = (s, s)

are represented in Fig. 2 by the horizontal axis and the 450 line: the Dual and Pasinetti
regions of Fig. 2 show the variety of patterns to be expected (including undersaving and
oversaving possibilities) and show that the Dual (or Harrod-type) equilibrium can be
subject to an embarrassment of riches in the form of multiple rather than non-existent
solutions.2
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J. Robinson, CollectedEssays, Vol. III, pp. 52-55.
For a 2-sectormodel with homogeneouscapital, the system satisfiesequations of the form
k= T(k, 1; c)-nk
kc=

[sc8T(k, 1; c)/8k-n]kc

k = s.[k8T(k, 1; c)ISk+?T(k, 1; c)I8LI+(sc-s.)[kc8T(k, 1; c)/Sk].
Equatethe right-handsidesof the firstand last relationsand repeatthe firsttwo relationsto get the 3-variable
system of the form
k = f1(k, kc; c; n, sc, s.)
kc=f2(k,kc; c; n,sc,s.)
O = f 3(k, kc; c; n, sc, s.).
In the neighbourhoodof a golden-age stationary solution (k', kr), the last equation can generally be
solved for c, leading after substitutionto an autonomousdifferentialequation system
k = F1(k, kc; n, sc, sw)
kc = F2(k, kc; n, sc, sw)
whose (k', k') point (or points) can have its stability tested by the usual methods, revealing no doubt
points possibly unstablebecauseof Wickselleffects.

